Subject: Giving up all attack against the Spirit of God

Good day all. We are all, as the one undivided Spirit of God, which sits amongst the illusory forms of individual beings, an ongoing expression of the Spirit of God. If you can imagine seven billion pieces of glass, each a slightly different color, and the light of God shining through each piece of glass into the world of form. Here the Creator has fashioned each piece of glass, each soul-body, to shine differently ... and it is here every piece of glass serves as a vessel or container for the light of God to express itself uniquely and independently within the world of form. The individual mind-stream, which inhabits that soul-body, can come to believe it is that piece of glass, as it sees itself shining differently to every other piece of glass. It can come to believe it is not the ray of light shining through every other vessel, including its own, as the one and only undivided singular Spirit of God. And it can come to believe its color is more radiant than those around it ~ and for so long as it does this, it will automatically believe its color is more radiant to the light of God. Here the mind-stream worships individuality, or the ‘separate’ sense of self. Here the mind-stream of the individual soul-body must continually attack the spirit of others, which IS the Spirit of God, in order to elevate its color to the fore. Here it criticizes every individual vessel, including its own, for its mind-stream is now in a mode of attack against the Spirit of God. And it is in this spirit of attack against the Spirit that division reigns supreme. Here it must give up all attack against God ~ in order to give up its unholy war. Here it must lay down its sword against God, and worship undyingly the holy Spirit. Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.